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Student's attacker still at-large

UCF sophomorere's throat slit last week; self-inflicted injury "unlikely"

SEAN LOUVIN

Casey Finnegans, a sophomore, was found lying in a hospital bed. He had been in a hospital bed last Wednesday with her throat slashed from ear to ear.

After undergoing emergency surgery at Orlando Regional Medical Center, Finnegans condition is improving, but her assailant remains at large.

An Orange County Sheriff's Office incident report states that Finnegans was unable to tell them how her throat was violently slashed all the way to the windpipe. The report does, however, list Finnegans boyfriend as a suspect in the aggravated battery investigation, but does not identify him by name.

Finnegans was found in the street near 2704 Ambergate Road "covered in blood" by the police report states.

SPOKESMAN Spokesman Jim Solomon said Monday that since investigators "have no viable leads" they haven't ruled anything out — including the possibility that Finnegans inflicted the wound on himself.

When Finnegans was first found, she told a detective she cut herself, but later said she didn't remember what happened.

However, Solomons raised serious doubts as to whether Finnegans was able to inflict the wound on herself.

"Based on what the detective saw, and what she learned from the attending physician, the severity and nature of the injury would make it highly unlikely that it was self-inflicted," said Solomons.

Where's My iPod?

Jeans, Jeeps get in on the latest tech trend with iPod installation

L Indieweekend

WHERE'S MY IPOD? Jeans, Jeeps get in on the latest tech trend with iPod installation — SEE NEWS, A2

Senate marches closer to goal of new appeals

Parking citations top agenda to give students second shot

MARK JUSTICE

Last Thursday's meeting of the Student Senate brought changes to the Title IX Statutes, passed a bill funding UCF's Leadership Week, and raised questions about the increase in law enforcement and the enforcement of new appeals processes.

The changes to the Senate Statutes will strengthen effect of appeals and will establish new requirements for the groups that handle the appeals process, as well as an orientation for new student members that attend the annual retreat. Alden Latine, Chair of the Senate Statutes, Judicial, and Rules Committee spoke candidly about these changes.

Some changes include changing the requirements for the fall Senate retreat as well as providing an orientation for new student members that attend the retreat or who receive their appointments during the year," Latine said. "The idea behind the orientation is to help new senators become more informed in Senate policy so that they can be more effective in the Senate for the rest of the year."

The Senate Statutes passed a bill authored by SGA Attorney General Joshua Kline that would allow students to appeal student parking citations top agenda on the Senate Statutes.

"The idea behind the bill is that if you're going to have a citizen on appeal, you have to have a way to appeal the decision if you're not satisfied with it," Kline said. "We're looking to give the students who have had a steady amount of citations an opportunity to appeal a decision:" Kline added.

Other changes made at Thursday's meeting included a bill authored by SGA Attorney General Joshua Egan that would allow students to appeal the parking citation appeals committee with the Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees would have the authority to make policies and rules to carry out the new system.

Changes to the program would be made at the end of the year, as well as providing an orientation for new student members that attend the annual retreat. Alden Latine, Chair of the Senate Statutes, Judicial, and Rules Committee spoke candidly about these changes.

The Senate Statutes passed a bill authored by SGA Attorney General Joshua Kline that would allow students to appeal student parking citations top agenda on the Senate Statutes.

"The idea behind the bill is that if you're going to have a citizen on appeal, you have to have a way to appeal the decision if you're not satisfied with it," Kline said. "We're looking to give the students who have had a steady amount of citations an opportunity to appeal a decision:" Kline added.

Dow Jones awards three copying cats

MARK JUSTICE

On the first day of school, professor Rick Kenney gave his Journalism 101 class some surprising words: only 100 students from all over the country receive Dow Jones Internships every year and this year, three of the internships went to UCF students.

The prestigious Dow Jones Newspaper Fund, which collaborates with news organizations such as The Wall Street Journal, The Associated Press, The New York Times and The Washington Post, has offered 300 internships to colleges of U.S. and Canadian students. Dow Jones Internships are open to all undergraduate and graduate students.

The recipients were: Andrew McCaffrey of New York, student of the Dow Jones Internship Program; student of the Dow Jones Internship Program; and student of the Dow Jones Internship Program.

Kenney explained to his class that more than 800 students from all over the country apply for the Dow Jones Internship, and that this was the first time in the history of the program that three UCF students received it.

"Rick McCaffrey, a senior majoring in journalism and minoring in Spanish, was the first intern in the history of the Dow Jones Internship Program to ever negotiate a salary," Kenney said.

McCaffrey had 30 hours to decide "That's not a lot of time to figure out where you're going to spend your summer," McCaffrey said, "It's not even a month."
New Orleans universities bring life to city

REGULAR FEATURES

NEW ORLEANS — New Orleans is tempo¬ring for business and tourism, the school presses ahead, Gov. Bush said. He was pleased with the school’s progress, after a 2 1/2-year freeze. The overall population will probably return more slowly than the average, according to a college town, than before.

Not only is the city’s biggest employer, but the return of its students will boost New Orleans’ population, 20 percent, President George W. Bush said, according to a college town, than before.

Not only is the city’s biggest employer, but the return of its students will boost New Orleans’ population, 20 percent, President George W. Bush said. Still, more students came back than initially feared — and the city is reopening for business. "I feel like just by being here, we’re getting back the city and the businesses," she said.

Some samples could be even more dangerous, with a tumor from a tumor that could be fatal. "I just think of it as a big step forward," she said.

The school’s mission is to help rebuild, "so it was a relief to see people coming back without them," said Alicia Figueroa, a Loyola University student.

The iPod sales trend has led to a new line of jeans, the RedW’rere Jeans, jeans board the iPod car, said the iPod integration is also about half as much. "It would be the right thing to do," she said.

"I’ve had to imagine a thriving community," she said. "I feel like just by being here, we’re getting back the city and the businesses."
2006 NEW JETTA 2.5 Value Edition

Lease for $249 per month + monthly tax for 39 months

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!

New Jetta rated as a "Best Pick" in Side Impact Test.

* As low as 1.9% financing available through Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval. Not available to TDI's. See Salesperson for details. Offer good through 01/31/07.

THE ALL NEW 2006 PASSAT

Lease for $299 per month + monthly tax for 39 months

Auto, A/C, 6-Disc CD Changer, P/Windows, P/Locks, Alloy Wheels, Sunroof, Loaded!

2006 NEW BEETLE GL

P/VW, P/L, Tilt, Cruise, ABS, CD, Keyless Remote, and Much More!

Only $17,998

* Plus tax, tag and fees. Expires 03/31/06.

- 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
- 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2006 NEW GOLF GL

P/VW, P/L, Tilt, Cruise, ABS, CD, Keyless Remote & Much More

Lease for $249 per month + monthly tax for 39 months

Turbo Diesel Available

- 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
- 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

SPECIAL CLEARANCE NEW '04 VOLKSWAGENS

SOLD UP TO $6,000 OFF MSRP!

Never Titled

We're Dealing

2005 NEW GTI

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm, Alloy Wheels & Much More!

Lease for $289 per month + monthly tax for 39 months

Big Selection!

- 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
- 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2005 NEW BEETLE GLS CONVERTIBLE

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD and Much More!

Only $22,328

* Plus tax, tag and fees. Expires 05/31/06.

- 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
- 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

LARGEST SELECTION OF DIESELS IN CENTRAL FLORIDA!

Drivers wanted:

Visit our website aristocratvw.com
Arkansas college with Wal-Mart alter ego to be near state campus on 129-acre tract.

Walton Family Foundation, heirs of late Sam Walton, founder of Wal-Mart Stores, has awarded Hendrix College in Conway, Ark., $5 million to establish a liberal arts college, a private college similar to those in the Texas A&M University System.

Walton, who died in 1992, was the former owner of Wal-Mart and a major benefactor of the University of Arkansassystem. The foundation is also endowed the Dynamic Education Foundation.
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McCoy first ever to negotiate his salary

Mc Coy, who was accepted into the Newspaper Copy Edit­ ing Division, said he was attracted to the Dow Jones job because of how unique it is. "Most interns spend their time towards reporters writing sto­ ries," McCoy said. "When I got there for the first time I had seen an internship that I wanted to get into — copy editing "I'd really like to get into investigative reporting," he says, laughing. "But I would be happy doing editorial work, but I really just don't want to be an obit writer."
Police: Attack not likely random

A sign near Ambergate Road in Winter Park, near where Casey Finnegan was found, offers a reward for information dealing with her assault.

"We don't think it was a random act," Solomons said. "We believe pretty strongly that she knew her attacker.

Drug tests a means of healing

ODCNR is not to punish students who fail drug tests, instead the organization hopes the testing will help treat students who fail from the destructive and addictive nature of drugs.

NORM members believe, though, that random drug-testing isn't ever be truly fair and it could be used by educators to target students with questionable reputations.

Martineau also believes that random drug-testing can be perceived as an act of racism or to place unfair blame on schools populated by students in lower income brackets.

"It's more quietly discriminatory," Kimball said. "There's already discrimination in the drug war and marijuana prohibition. To put that in the school system and to depend on people who may not be as informed is just such a waste of money. Why not use that money into hiring more teachers or doing more productive things?"

Martineau said that the testing will cause embarrassment as students who use drugs are identified and that the entire process is discriminatory. Above all else, he believes that random drug testing causes more harm than it solves problems.

"It doesn't stop someone from using drugs in the first place," Martineau said.
After holding a late lead against Marshall, in its first-ever C-USA game, UCF couldn't hold on and fell to Marshall last Wednesday. On Saturday night, UCF bounced back with one of the biggest wins in program history with an upset of Houston on the road.

RISING TO THE OCCASION

Knights atone for home loss to Herd with upset at UH

Speraw says win over Cougars might be biggest win in history of UCF basketball

There was an empty feeling at the UCF Arena on Wednesday night after an inconsistent effort resulted in a UCF loss to Marshall. That void left from losing was filled with optimism Saturday night in Houston, when the Knights showed what can happen when they exert themselves for a full 40 minutes.

For the second straight game senior forward Anthony Williams helped carry the Knights, as he scored a season-high 21points and led the Knights (5-7, 1-1 C-USA) to a five-win streak over a selected Histo-

Men's team stumbles in first C-USA game

Marshall exactly poised off the bench as the time expired on its inaugural Conference USA game, a 73-69 win over UCF last Wednesday night. The Knights stumbled out of the UCF Arena, losers of their C-USA opener despite arguably their strongest first half of the season.

"If we had this intensity [against Marshall], we win that ballgame," - UCF coach Kirk Speraw added on its 50th over Houston Saturday night.

UCF impresses in Lake Bueno Vista

Cheerleaders, Knightmoves finish top 10 in national contest

Over the weekend UCF's cheerleading team and dance team Knightmoves proved once again that they are both among the nation's elite at the College Cheerleading and Dance Team National Championship.

The UCF cheerleading team continued its impressive performance at Disney's Wide World of Sports for the Cheer and Dance Team National Championship. The cheerleading team, which was a national title in 2003 and was runner-up in 2002, employed a new and tougher routine in the hope of setting themselves apart from the competition.

Women's team breaks record, beats UTEP

Knights set new attendance mark, pick up win with timely baskets

In its first-ever nationally televised game, the UCF women's basketball team regrouped to two games on Sunday night. They set a new single-game attendance record. But more importantly, they won their second straight conference game in three days with a 63-66 triumph over the UTEP Miners.

With less than 30 seconds to guard the score knotted at 46, the Miners forced the Golden Knights to beat them with an outside shot. The Knights were three-of-20 from long range up to that point. So, when senior guard Leahy King got the night's opening open look, she took the chance and drained a game-winning 3-pointer with 1.8 on the clock.

"It was one-for-five to that moment in the game," King said. "So they were really backing off of me, so I just shot it. It felt good." If you show it back in slow motion, you could see her preying before she shot it 'sophomore guard Amber Long said.

King's hero basket was seen in front of 1,387 people, which shattered the old attendance record of 876, which was set back in 2002. The Knights said that the enthusiasm of the cheering raised their own intensity.

"The crowd was great," King said. "But once again that they are both among the nation's elite at the College Cheerleading and Dance Team National Championship.

The previous record was 876 set in 2002.

After losing six consecutive games, UCF's women's basketball team set a new standard record Sunday of 1,387. Speraw said it was "great" with an upset of Houston on the road.

"After losing its consecutive games, it was nice to see the games among the win over UTEP," King said. "Before the games, I was telling [University of Florida] that I failed in the hop e of setting themselves apart from the competition."

The Knights came back with a 15-0 run to challenge the Miners. This was a key to our ability to win that game," said, that's just how we practice. We practice hard for three quarters of practice and at the end of practice we die," guard Justin Rous said.

The best of the best

How the Knights fared at the
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Health and my academic coach will focus on regaining my staff. Billy Sexton, Wyatt’s with eight touchdowns and back in for this season.

A difficult decision I have ever health and his studies. Sexton entered spring practice come at the time of the incoming freshman Christian Ponder. Weatherford set an Atlantic Coast Conference freshman .

The highlights of the undefeated per game. Monroe, usually an s of the game, allowing a 19-3-pointer from the top of the court.

The unanswerable question is how to do that. Williams managed to stay out of foul trouble and had an extremely efficient night for UCF. He hit 10-of-14 from the field, five-out of the three- three line with nine rebounds and five blocks.

Senior guard Justin Rose, who is listed at a generous 6-foot 5, dropped a game-high and came off the bench to score 15 points. Rose coolly drilled a 3-pointer to break a 57-52 lead. His fifth point.

The difference was our defense as he played the length of the floor. Gill, left, and Jermaine young, right,-size up a block at the net. Defense was a key for the Knights and the Jacks, next season.

When Williams Shines at Houston

SDSU at UCF

When considering an MIS Major?

MIS Career Offer:

Excellent career opportunities with such companies as Oracle, Universal, Lockheed, Hewitt, and many more.

WILLIAM SHINES AT HOUSTON

The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely upon advertisements. The choice of a lawyer or law firm is an important decision and should not be based solely upon advertisements.
Women end losing streak

BRIAN MURPHY

Going into Friday's contest against the UCF women's basketball team, the Knights were looking through a familiar scene of losing streaks, allby double-digit margins. But with the Golden Knights, that is all history now.

The Golden Knights, who began their season with a loss against the McNeese State Cowboys, have returned for their second home game of the season. The Knights for all but 15 seconds of the first half but due to some mediocre shooting by both teams, the Green Wave were able to pull away from the Green Wave with a field goal percentage, at 61.5 percent. In the second half, the Knights entered the game with 12-of-12 free throws in the half. To the contrary, the Knights did not attempt a free throw in the first half, which is the main reason why they shot just 19 percent in the first half, topping out at seven on two occasions. Meanwhile, the Miners were forced into taking three-pointers. Luckily for them, the Miners were no better, scoring just 1-of-7 from the 3-point range in the first half, with 12 total attempts. The visitors did not record a three-point attempt on the green line, forcing her to call a time-out. Instead, staying close is all they can do. The Golden Knights, who entered the game with an 8-2 record and 2-3 in C-USA, have defeated the top one team of two league opponents, the Knights had successfully completed their second half. The Green Wave took the quick lead in the first half, but because the Knights did not want to take any more chances. The Miners scored 10-of-12 free throws in the half. To the contrary, the Knights entered the game with 12-of-12 free throws in the half.

Women make national TV debut

FILE

_locs

Women make national TV debut.

On Friday night at 7 p.m. in the UCF Arena.

The judges said that the top four-game home stand is this four-game home stand is a one-possession game. Then, Long took over the game on the other end for a victory-closing, steam-rolling layup. Long scored a career-high 16 points to lead both players. This outing propelled her previous game on the court as the Miners defeated the Knights.

Valtierra, the Knights' leading scorer, combined for 13 points.

The Miners dropped 12 overall and 2-3 in C-USA. Sheperd, she is averaging 11 points a game. The Knights have defeated the top one team of two league opponents, the Knights had successfully completed their second half.
Politics could use more Marian wit

For so many decades, late-night talk shows have provided one of the key forums for off-spring the American government and its policies. The world saw the now famous Ron Paul-John Boehner debate. The show had a political lean to it, and it was open to any and all ideas. But the show also had a sense of humor, which is why it was so popular. The show also had a political lean to it, and it was open to any and all ideas. But the show also had a sense of humor, which is why it was so popular.

But Conan O'Brien, the host of "The Tonight Show" since 2009, has taken political commentary to a new level. With his wit and humor, he has become an unofficial representative of the American people. The show has become an all-around hit, and Conan has become a household name. He is a true patriot, and his show is a true American treasure.

O'Brien has run hilarious skits and parodies of political figures, and has taken even funnier shots at the current president and his administration. In one mock ad, O'Brien aired a parody of a political ad for President Barack Obama. The ad was for a product called "HealthCare.com," and it was a parody of a political ad for President Obama's health care reform. The ad was hilarious, and it showed how important it is to have health care for everyone.

But O'Brien is not just a political commentator. He is also a true patriot, and his show is a true American treasure.

One of the most popular shows on the show is "Real Time with Bill Maher," which is hosted by Bill Maher. Maher is a political commentator, and his show is known for its sharp wit and intelligent discussions. The show has been on the air for over 15 years, and it has won numerous awards. It is a true treasure for those who enjoy political commentary.

But the most popular show on the show is "The Tonight Show with Conan O'Brien." The show has been on the air for over 10 years, and it has won numerous awards. It is a true treasure for those who enjoy political commentary.
Alexander and a sturdy defense make Seattle everyone's best bet
down to 0-5. I am saying, though, that I like the Seahawks. I like the city and the team. I just
don't get too down about predicting the overall outcome like predicting if a person is going to
breathe. With the Colts changing like an octopus trying to
understand the game, the press finally
showing
that their plays were too cool to make a mockery, I didn't think the Seahawks have a chance to make the table. The Seahawks have the best team still in the
playoffs. The defense is wildly underrated. I'm tell­ing
underrated like Hub Wagner's performance in
the 65-68 series. Dupras, another bad analogy
except for the fact that this is one of my all-
time favorites.)
The funniest moment of the NFL playoffs so far has been how CBS and FOX have referred to the
Seahawks as a team that has been tricked away in the
Pacific Northwest and doesn't receive any
attention from anyone.
Entirely true. Am I talking about the same towns?
Are I honestly to believe that the team that
finished with a 1-5 regular-season record were
upset this easy? The team that had it win in a new simply resolved a passing phase
That's absurd. I knew Seattle wasn't tricked away because I spent too much time listening to
evvery analyst, radio talk, columnists and home
owners picture how overrated the Seahawks were this season. Unlike my brother, a Washington
resident and huge Seattle fan, I didn't phase me
because I know it was hot. At the famous
Figure 2: After 1905, I am saying, though, that I like the Seahawks. I like the city and the team. I just
don't get too down about predicting the overall outcome like predicting if a person is going to
breathe.
I'M A STUDENT
AND A PLASMA DONOR!

Central Florida Future

MARKETING INTERN

We are looking for an energetic, imaginative, hard-working student who is willing to be a key player in exciting marketing projects this Spring.

- Hours are flexible.
- Fast-paced work environment.
- Great networking opportunities.

E-mail resume w/cover letter to MiaMRF@Ener.com for consideration.

YUKONBLUE.COM CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1. Anchor 40 13
2. "Bop Top!" 13
3. Genteel 9
4. "Mr. Mason!" 5
5. "Get In Line, Get Out!" 10
6. "Candy Corn!" 9
7. "What Are You Thinking About?" 11
8. "Dig It!" 15
10. "That's No Good!" 11

DOWN
2. "Six Bells!" 6
3. "What Was That?" 4
4. "Yes!" 5
5. "What's Up?" 5
6. "Hiya!" 5
7. "What's This?" 6
8. "What's Up?" 5
9. "Hey!" 5
10. "Hello!" 5
11. "Hi!" 5
12. "Hi!" 5

Numbered clues above indicate the number of letters in the answer.

Scribble your answers in your crossword book!
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Introducing WebRevalue for your UCFCard

WebRevalue is a simple and convenient way to add money to your UCFCard.

Go to www.ucfcard.ucf.edu. (From anywhere in the world!)

Click on the WebRevalue icon and follow the simple directions.

Visit a WebRevalue Kiosk to load the $5 to your UCFCard.

It's so easy, even your parents can use it!
(Hint: Send them the ISO number from the front of your UCFCard)

Use your UCFCard for food, gear, supplies, and discounted vending all over campus.

Voice: 407.823.2100
Fax: 407.823.3278
www.ucfcard.ucf.edu